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Alex Mirutziu's (b. Romania) practice extends over a wide range of media and activities, including sculpture, drawing, poetry and 
performance as well as critical and curatorial projects.  
In his work he expands on the notions of approximation and proximity in connection to time, dislocating modes of arrival at 
meaning. In his practice he seeks to facilitate a body as ‘turbulent performative occasion’ drawing on the poetic of homelessness, 
invisibility and beyond, to suspend the set-ups of doing, un-doing, thinking and un-thinking. Alongside himself at 29 he activates 
within a collective who’s modus operandi is retroactive irony. 
As part of his theoretical practice the artist frequently lectured on performance (Royal College of Arts, London, Von Kraal 
Theatre, Estonia, Konstfack, Stockholm, Bezalel University of Art and Design, Tel Aviv) and collaborated with artists/writers/
musicians/designers/philosophers among which, Grit Hachmeister (DE), Elias Merino (ES), Graham Foust (US), Graham Harman 
(US). His works were shown at Power Plant, Toronto, The Glass Factory Lab, Boda, Mucsarnok Kusthalle, Budapest, Center for 
Contemporary Art and National Museum, Warsaw, Museum of Contemporary Art, Bucharest, CCA — Centre for Contemporary Art 
Tel Aviv, and in 2015 he represented Romania at Venice Biennale.
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Bottoms Know It — performance 
CCA, Centre for Contemporary Art, Tel Aviv, 2019

The challenges of this project is to give access to a distinct type of 
knowledge, that of the complicated relationship we have with our 
assholes. Centred on the poetics of anality, hence of openings, 
entrances, closings, exits, centres, and holes it deploys means of 
seeing and understanding the world and the ‘other’ taking 
disappearance and debasing of the self as the subject and gateway 
to a more profound grasp of our humanity. It takes inspiration from 
Iris Murdoch’s notion of the Good, hence of seeing the whole thing 
and expands on Leo Bersani’s cultural construction of masculinity 
and power. In “Bottoms Know it,” the performers are torn between 
the will to see the whole thing and being the witnesses of there 
own neurosis.
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The Weight of Sleep as Temporary Sculpture 
Present in Flesh of Face — C-Print 50x100cm, 2019 



Installation shot from the exhibition “The Brick” — Mullhouse Kunsthalle 

Because is a list of reasons why Romania is what it is today. Mirutziu wrote it as a 
long enumeration which could be extended at will. Without reproach nor 
justification, it simply consists of facts, feelings and impressions. Presented in the 
form of a stelle, the « becauses » are frozen in time while new reasons emerge to 
complete the unending list.  

Because — Wood, 1300x1900mm, 2019 



The Gaze is a Prolapse Dressed in Big Business — Installation, Frac Pays de la Loire, Nantes, 2019 



“The Gaze is a Prolapse Dressed in Big Business” is a performance concerned with the notion of the 
gaze which detaches one from its environment. It accepts the nature of looking at the world but not 
seeing it, affected by off the shelf accessible presets matured as the look itself, undermining the 
ethics of depiction and of use. The gaze is a metaphor for reaching out, implying a passive-active 
dichotomy, a political protraction of the body as well as being cultural and historical biased, a way of 
looking from the inside, through data, which is apolitical in nature but profit driven. One always wants 
to get something out of the gazed. Both types of gazes are tailored by a specific time and place, 
which can moreover be activated with closed eyes, a method used throughout the live improvisation. 
It follows that a view from nowhere is out of the question as there is no such thing as an outside, not 
anymore. 

In order to escape the hinges of ‘profit-making’ instrumented by a robbing eye I put the brakes on its 
fanatic objectification by rejecting the horizontal gaze responsible for productivity, anxiety,  and most 
importantly for the mirroring of the self. Tapping on notions of autonomy, identity and non-identity, 
that which is inseparable from the rest, and on the capacity to become ‘other’, this performance 
embraces the vertical gaze, and dwells on evaluations of topological situations as an inescapable 
political consciousness, of the here bellow point of view. The live improvisation is triggered from the 
very beginning by an exclusive, divided gaze which champions the here/bellow space and the above 
space within the grand narrative of the grid referencing the Nazi propaganda and the notion of the 
corner window of Frank Lloyd Wright which acts as a stage where the performer engages in a process 
of on-going expulsion of the unwanted, the unusable standing by the notion of vegetal immanence as 
an ontological medium. 

The Gaze is a Prolapse Dressed in Big Business  
Performance, Frac Pays de la Loire, Nantes, 2019 





The Gaze is a Prolapse Dressed in Big Business  
Performance, Frac Pays de la Loire, Nantes, 2019





To Continue or Abandon When Something Else Has Taken Place —  Installation, KVOST Kunstverein, 2019



Doings for a Living — C-Print, 50x70cm, 2018



Opportunistic Mise-en-Scene #16 — Mixed media on photograph,30.5x20.3cm, 2018



The Urgency of the Idea of Closure in Drawing (TAH29) — Performance, Kvost Kunstverein, 2018



The Best I Can Do at the Moment  
Video, 2:39min, 2018



Continue or Abandon — Installation, Iron, 2018



Prepared Poem #3 — Installation, 2018



Gestalt me out — Installation, 2018



About the word experience — Acrylic on paper, 150x200cm, 2017



Doing sub Thinking  
Performance, Royal Academy of Arts, London, 2018

Doing Sub Thinking wants to expose what may come across as being implicit but unnoticed 
in our social lives, which is not necessarily a feature of truth making. Operations of tight 
thinking absorbed by loose activities squeezed down or stretched out actions disturbed by 
a kind of thinking as doing are few strategies the performers are using to destabilise the 
viewer’s judgements and trust in the project. Surveilling how spaces for mental withdrawal 
bring out conflicts between what the individual wants and what is already present the 
performers oftentimes set in motion half-articulations which can create dissatisfaction 
with the present but bring about further possibilities, through a normalisation of doubt or 
letting go of something that must be solved at a later time or re-imagined with a great 
probability of failure, throughout the process.







Dignity to the Unsaid 
Video, 17:42min, 2017





This, like… 
Installation (Cement, Marble Dust), 2017





Unit of Survival #2 
Lightbox, 70x100cm, 2017

Unit of Survival #7 
Plaster, Fuji Instax, mirror, 2017



The Artist and Himself at 29 — Self portrait at 32, Video 1min, 2017



Stay(s) Against Confusion 
Performance, Delfina Foundation, 2016





Falling apart with Inky Fatigue — Installation, Galerie Rudiger Schottle, Munich, 2016



How Soon Gone Is Gone —  Performance, Wexford Art Centre, Wexford, 2016



Prepared Poem #2 
Installation, 2015



The Finnish Method 
Performance,  
New Gallery of the Romanian Institute for  
Culture and Research in Humanities, 
Venice Biennial, 2015





Because — Installation, Art Encounters Biennial, Timisoara, 2015



But as a document 
Video, 2015





Reality Without Presence * with Graham Harman — Video, 2015



Scotopolitic Object #2 for five performers and  
electroacoustic impromptu (with Elias Merino) 
Performance, The Centre for Contemporary Art  
Ujazdowski Castle, Warsaw, 2014



How to Draw with the Fact of Mind — C-Print, 90x67.5cm, 2014 



Architecture for Page Turn— Lead, A4 paper, 2013-



Architecture for Page Turn— Lead, A4 paper, 2013-



Where is the Poem 
Video, 9:46min, 2013



Improvisation 0 
Performance, Tranzit House, Cluj, 2013 





Five Moments of Silence  for Pending Work #7 — Performance, IASPIS, Stockholm, 2012



Interview Through Sculpture (with Razvan Sadean) — Performance, Vault Gallery, Prato, 2012



History is Nothing But Muscles in Action 
Video, 26:18min, 2011



Pending Work #3 (Moments of Silence) — Video, 15:38min, 2011



Action is Guilt (method to Rourke) 
Performance, Studio Corte17, Prato, 2011



TAH29 - Life Masks of the Artist at 29 
Installation view from Glass Factory, Boda, Sweden, 2011

TAH29 - Life Masks of the Artist at 29 
Installation view from New Budapest Gallery, Budapest, 2018



When Love Melted Cavalries in Our Hearts — C-Print, 50x70cm, 2010



Unforgotten if Unpunished 
C-Print, 50x50cm, 2010



Easy Rider — Installation (Adidas, strings, bow, wax), 2010



Pending Work #1 — C-Print, 19x27cm, 2010



Remains of the East (with Alina Serban, Angelique Lehman) 
Performance, Wuk Theatre, Vienna, 2010





Feeding the Horses of All Heroes 
Performance Romanian Cultural Institute, Rome, 2010



Sock Face — Lightbox, 50x70cm, 2010



When Love Melted Cavalries in Our Hearts  
Performance, Eira33, Lisbon, 2010





Tears are Precious — C-Print, 2007



Tears are Precious (Installation view — Are Homo Erotica exhibition, National Museum Warsaw)  Video, 2:55min, 2007


